Be in control

WHO ARE WE?
Since 2003 WTSS has been a trustworthy solid partner for
top European banks by providing real-time insights and
verification of the complete end-to-end financial transaction
chain and their business processes.
By running and monitoring sample flows 24/7, processing issues
are identified and can be promptly attended to by operational
staff at an early stage. Well before end-customers might become
aware of any deviations or critical issues.
We duplicate these international money transactions from an
end-customer’s perspective by actually transferring money
between actual accounts in multiple countries.
WTSS’ platform is tailored to the bank’s needs and integrates
with SWIFT, web or other communication channels.

Services
Consultancy
End-to-end testing
Business verifications
Business application monitoring

Contact
WTSS B.V.
Jan Ligthartstraat 59
3083 AL Rotterdam
The Netherlands
+31 (0)10 300 7810
+31 (0)10 437 8652
services@wtss.nl
www.wtss.nl

www.facebook.com/wtssbv
www.linkedin.com/company/wtss
www.gplus.to/wtss
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Real time insight and verification
We provide European and international banks with real-time insights and verification
of the complete end-to-end financial transaction chain.
Processing issues are identified and can be promptly attended to by your operational
staff at an early stage. Well before your customers might become aware of any
deviations or critical issues.

Verification from your customers’ perspective

Significantly reduce your processing challenges

Stay ahead of any critical issues

In this volatile market banks are facing new operational challenges. Now, even more than
ever, it is essential that banks are a reliable partner. In the maze of international money
transfers and related products, banks need to be able to guarantee their customers’
assets are truly transferred according to their SLA’s. There simply is no room for failure.

We run and monitor sample flows 24/7 of the complete
end-to-end financial transaction chain of your customers:

Our integrated platform provides your bank with a head start by identifying any
processing issues early on and mitigates any risks or auditing issues that can be raised
by your customers.

24/7 monitoring of sample flows

By acting as an actual customer of your bank, we duplicate
international money transfer flows of your customers. We set
up actual international accounts and transfer our own funds
between those accounts.
In other words, each step of an international financial
transaction of your customer is actually monitored across
different countries and different banks in order to identify any
processing issues early on, well before your customers do.

External verifications (outside of your network)
24/7 monitoring and reporting

Set up bank accounts

Tailor made solutions

In addition, these financial transaction flows are monitored 24/7
by our own platform and our highly qualified and screened staff.

No financial risks
No responsibilities

integration bank products

No auditing and risk issues
No complex procedures or time-consuming paperwork
No need to plan or reserve timeslots

top European banks have already put
their trust in our services

24/7 process monitoring

run sample flows
24/7 monitoring

Reporting and alerts
Identified deviations or critical issues are presented real-time
on an intuitive management dashboard and are promptly
reported back to your operational staff by E-mail or SMS alerts.

Custom made platform
Our services are tailor made to your bank’s requirements
by incorporating complex operational standards (SLA’s) and
integrate with SWIFT, web or other communication channels.

reporting & alerts
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wtss’ platform
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